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PUBLIC RECORDS EXEMPTIONS ACCOUNTABILITY SUBCOMMITTEE 

Minutes of Meeting 
April 8, 2008 

Olympia, Washington 
 
Subcommittee Members Present: Chair Tom Carr, Ramsey Ramerman, Roselyn Marcus, and Patience 
Rogge. 
 
Staff present:  Jean Wilkinson, Counsel; Ruthann Bryant, Support Staff; and Cynthia Jordan, Support 
Staff. 
 
Opening:  Chair Tom Carr called to order the meeting of the Public Records Exemptions Accountability 
Subcommittee at 9:05 a.m. on April 8, 2008, at the John L. O’Brien Building, Hearing Room A, 504 15th 
Ave SW, Olympia, WA. 
 
The Subcommittee is meeting to develop a proposal related to agricultural exemptions. 

 
Discussion: 
 
The Subcommittee agrees there should be an omnibus exemption for agricultural programs.  Chair Carr 
suggests the proposal exempt “competitively useful information.”  Extensive testimony was given as to 
what types of information needs to be protected, but at the same time keep the records as open as 
possible without hurting the agricultural industry.  A better definition needs to be found. 
 
Members spoke for and against the concept of rule-making authority for the Department to adopt rules 
defining “competitively useful information.”  Chair Carr will re-draft his recommendation to delete rule-
making authority. 
 
Dannie McQueen, Department of Agriculture, provided an example of gasoline – that gas is gas – except 
that ARCO adds something to it that makes it unique.  If that ingredient was disclosed it would be giving 
away their competitively useful information. 
 
After discussion, members agreed the proposal should use the phrase “competitively useful information.”  
“Competitively useful information” allows the agency to get behind the reason why the information is 
being protected, and have a level of protection for business that are voluntary participants in agriculture 
programs.  
 
Ms. Rogge noted that information could be disclosed on aggregate, not on an individual basis. 
 
Next, Chair Carr posed the question about whether to recommend an exemption to the exemption? There 
was a feeling that information relating to the health and safety of the public should never be exempt. 
 
Mr. Ramerman stated that health and safety cannot be a complete trump.  What isn’t related to health 
and safety?  It needs to be clearly defined. 
 
Ms. Marcus stated health and safety should be second to trade secrets or information protected by patent 
laws.  Ms. Wilkinson noted that a state agency must comply with federal law as well as state law. 
 
Ms. Rogge proposed the word “threatens.” 
 
Next, Chair Carr noted the final part of his proposal was to eliminate all discretionary authority relating to 
disclosure of a record.  Under current law, there seemed to be circumstances where the choice was left 
up to the agency.   
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Dannie McQueen, Department of Agriculture, told the Subcommittee that it will run into similar exemptions 
over and over again – whether it is related to trade or financial institutions. 
 
The Subcommittee believes the structure of its proposal will not affect agencies’ ability to make a 
determination that something that is marked proprietary really isn’t.  The model that is used for the 
Department of Agriculture may be something that can be used for future exemption reviews. 
 
Chair Carr – A draft will be circulated prior to the next meeting to recap the Subcommittee’s proposal:  
 

• The exemption should use the phrase “competitively useful information” and include examples to 
allow the agency to review and defend if necessary. 

• Encourage the agency to exercise its discretion to disclose records which indicate a threat to the 
public heath and safety. 

• When any exemption in the Public Records Act references another statute, the exemption in the 
Public Records Act should include a brief description of the subject matter so a user can 
determine if it is necessary to look up the referenced statute. 

• Eliminate Department discretion related to disclosure because it should not be necessary 
anymore. This could be a stand-alone recommendation to cover recommendations relating to 
other exemption, as well. 

 

Chair Carr adjourned the meeting at 10:15 a.m.  

 

APPROVED: May 13, 2008 
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